NAVY SAMPLE

Find the words in the grid. When you are done, the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. Pick them out from left to right, top line to bottom line. Words can go horizontally, vertically and diagonally in all eight directions.
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Adrift  Anchor  Buey  Colors  Deploy  Fast  Fathom
Fleet  Galley  Liberty  Lifelines  Navy  Officer  Passageway
Quarters  Rack  Rating  Sailor  Scullery  Sickbay  War
NAVY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE SET

- Admirals
- Aircraft Carriers
- Battleships
- Cruisers
- Naval Academy
- Navy Battles
- Navy Careers
- Navy General Terms
- Navy Ranks
- Navy Reserve
- Navy SEALS
- Navy Slang - Part 1
- Navy Slang - Part 2
- Navy Slang - Part 3
- Navy Uniforms
- Oceans and Seas
- Seebees
- Ships
- Submarines
- Women in the Navy